Aims. We study the abundance distributions of a sample of metal-rich barium stars provided by to investigate the s-and r-process nucleosynthesis in the metal-rich environment. Methods. We compared the theoretical results predicted by a parametric model with the observed abundances of the metal-rich barium stars. Results. We found that six barium stars have a significant r-process characteristic, and we divided the barium stars into two groups: the r-rich barium stars (C r > 5.0, [La/Nd] < 0) and normal barium stars. The behavior of the r-rich barium stars seems more like that of the metal-poor r-rich and CEMP-r/s stars. We suggest that the most possible formation mechanism for these stars is the s-process pollution, although their abundance patterns can be fitted very well when the pre-enrichment hypothesis is included. The fact that we can not explain them well using the s-process nucleosynthesis alone may be due to our incomplete knowledge on the production of Nd, Eu, and other relevant elements by the s-process in metal-rich and super metal-rich environments (see details in .
Introduction
Heavy elements (Z > 30) are produced by neutron-captureprocess nucleosynthesis, which is subdivided into rapid (r-) and slow (s-) processes, depending on the competition between the β-decay and the next neutron-capture. The main site of the s-process reactions is inside the low-mass stars (M < 3.0M ⊙ , Gallino et al. 1998; Straniero et al. 2006 ) during their asymptotic-giant-branch (AGB) phase. The r-process nucleosynthesis is always associated with exploding astrophysical events, such as core-collapse type II supernovae (SNII) or neutron star mergers. The accurate site (sites), however, is (are) still not confirmed for the r-process nucleosynthesis.
According to Burris et al. (2000) , 85% of Ba and 3% of Eu in the solar system were contributed by the s-process. Thus, Ba and Eu are usually regarded as the representative elements of the s-and r-process, respectively. More than 80% of the carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP, [C/Fe] > 1.0 and [Fe/H] < −2.0) stars exhibit excesses of the s-process elements (e.g. Ba) , that is, they are CEMP-s stars (Aoki et al. 2007) . Furthermore, about half of the CEMP-s stars also show significant r-process characteristics ( e.g., Eu enrichment), CEMPr/s stars (Beers & Christlieb 2005) . Different astrophysical sites have been suggested in which the s-and r-process nucleosynSend offprint requests to: W.Y. Cui; e-mail: wycui@bao.ac.cn thesis occurs, thus the existence of CEMP-r/s stars is confusing. Many mechanisms for their formation have been suggested, but, none of them was able to explain all of their observational characteristics (see details in Jonsell et al. 2006) .
Barium stars are a class of chemically peculiar stars that were first described by Bidelman & Keenan (1951) . Barium stars show enhancements of carbon and elements heavier than iron, which are often used to constrain the s-process nucleosynthesis theory (Allen & Barbuy 2006; Drake & Pereira 2008) . Based on their evolution state, barium stars are divided into two groups: barium giants and barium dwarfs. Barium giants are a group of chemically peculiar G and K giants that have evolved into the red giant branch. Fewer barium dwarfs than giants have been confirmed (Gòmez et al. 1997) . Barium giants have similar luminosities to red giants (Scalo 1976) , which are more luminous than barium dwarfs and less luminous than AGB stars in which the s-process nucleosynthesis is expected to occur (Gallino et al. 1998; Busso et al. 2001) . Because of this, the binary hypothesis was required to explain the abundance anomalies of barium stars. In this mechanism, a massive companion that is now a white dwarf invisible in optical observations first produced the s-materials during its AGB evolution phase, and then transferred them to the observed star via Roche-lobe overflow or wind accretion in a binary system. reported detailed chemical abundances and kinematics of a sample of metal-rich barium stars. For convenience, we divided the barium stars into two groups: stars with a metallicity lower than the solar value ([Fe/H] < 0) are referred to as metal-poor barium stars; the other group of stars with [Fe/H] > 0 is referred to as metal-rich barium stars. Of the 12 stars of , 11 stars were confirmed as barium stars, including seven barium giants and four metal-rich CH subgiants. In addition, Pereira & Drake (2011) pointed out that no metal-rich barium dwarfs were discovered. In the metal-rich sample, abundances of the five neutron-capture elements Y, Zr, La, Ce, and Nd were provided .
In this paper, we analyze the abundance patterns of the neutron-capture elements of the metal-rich barium stars reported by to investigate the s-process nucleosynthesis in the metal-rich environments. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our calculation, results and discussion, and in Section 3 our conclusions are drawn.
Results and discussion
To investigate the s-process nucleosynthesis in metal-rich conditions, we studied the barium star sample provided by using the parametric model for low-mass AGB stars (Zhang, Ma, & Zhou 2006; Cui et al. 2007 Cui et al. , 2010 ). In our model, the contributions from r-process are also considered. We obtained the theoretical abundance N i of the ith element based on the following formula:
where Z is the metallicity of the star, N i, s and N i, r are the abundances of the ith element produced by the s-and r-process (per Si = 10 6 at Z = Z ⊙ ), C s and C r are the component coefficients representing the contributions of the s-and the r-process. During the calculations, the observed abundances were used to constrain the physical parameters of the neutron-capture nucleosynthesis.
The abundance ratio of barium to europium is particularly sensitive to the relative contributions of the s-and r-process nucleosynthesis for the heavy elements formation. [La/Eu] and [Ba/Nd] are also used as important indicators (Mashonkina et al. 2004; Simmerer et al. 2004) . Here, we used [La/Nd] as indicator of the relative contributions of the s-and r-process nucleosynthesis for the heavy element productions in a star. In the solar system the heavy elements were formed by the r-and s-process, but different elements have different proportions of the two neutroncapture processes. According to Burris et al. (2000) , the main sprocess produced 75% of La and 47% of Nd in the solar system. La is usually regarded as one of the typical s-process elements, while the Nd production from both the r-and s-process is similar in the solar system and the exact value depends on the AGB models (Burris et al. 2000; Arlandini et al. 1999 ). Thus, different [La/Nd] ratios mean different r-and s-process contributions, and the lower the [La/Nd] values, the higher the r-process contributions.
Our results are shown in Table 1 . The low χ 2 values imply that our theoretical predictions for the yields of neutroncapture elements fit the observational abundances well for the corresponding metal-rich barium stars. This supports the binary hypothesis for the formation of barium stars even in metalrich environments. To confirm this, however, long-term radialvelocity monitoring for these metal-rich barium stars is encouraged. HD 46040 is an exception, which has a high χ 2 value, which 9.77175, this means that the theoretical results cannot fit the observed abundances well. The reason may be its unusually high enrichment of neutron-capture elements especially for La and Ce compared with other stars with similar metallicities. suggested that HD 100012 does not belong to the group of barium stars because of its low [s/Fe] value, which is similar to the observed values of some normal field stars at this metallicity; here, 's' represents the mean abundance of Y, Zr, La, Ce, and Nd. However, the low [s/Fe] value of HD 100012 is mainly due to its low Y abundance; in fact, the other four elements still show enrichment compared with other normal stars , see their Figure 8 ). Thus, this star is still included in our discussion.
The mean neutron exposure, τ 0 = −∆τ/lnr, is a fundamental parameter for the s-process nucleosynthesis, where ∆τ is the neutron exposure per thermal pulse in an AGB star, and r is the fraction of material that remains to experience subsequent neutron exposures. Figure 1 shows τ 0 and r as a function of [Fe/H] , where (a) for τ 0 , and (b) for r, respectively. We can see from Figure 1a that τ 0 decreases with increasing [Fe/H]. Because a higher τ 0 value favors the production of heavier elements such as Ba, La, and Pb (Busso et al. 2001) , this means that the production of s-elements is less efficient in metal-rich environments ([Fe/H] > 0). In other words, the rule of the s-process nucleosynthesis summarized by Gallino et al. (1998) and Busso et al. (2001) is still valid when it extends to metal-rich conditions. From Figure 1b , we can see that more and more barium stars tend to have lower r values with increasing metallicity. In our metal-rich barium stars, almost all of the r values are lower than 0.1, except for HD 130386 and HD 100012. This supports the conclusion that single neutron exposure events (usually with r ≤ 0.1) for the s-process nucleosynthesis probable exist throughout the entire metallicity range of the Galaxy evolution (Cui et al. 2013a ). Furthermore, the occurrence frequency of single exposure events is very high in metal-rich conditions. Table 1 shows that eight barium stars of our sample of 12 metal-rich stars have high C r values (> 5.0)), CD-25
• 6606, HD 46040, HD 49841, HD 84734, HD 85205, HD 100012, HD 101079, and HD 139660. This means that these barium stars have significant r-process abundance characteristics, because the physical parameter, C r , represents the r-process contribution to the neutron-capture elements (see formula 1). This is very confusing because considering their metallicities and observational errors of the element abundances, the C r values should be lower than about 4.0. In other words, significant r-process abundance characteristics are not expected in metal-rich environments. Figure 2 shows the abundance ratios [La/Fe] versus [Nd/Fe] . In this figure, six metal-rich barium stars with high C r are in the same region with the r-rich stars, and their [La/Fe] and [Nd/Fe] ratios also show a highly positive correlation. It seems that these six metal-rich barium stars belong to an independent group because they have similar abundance characteristics with the r-rich stars. For the metal-poor barium stars, however, this is not the case (Cui et al. 2013a, see their Figure 3 and show that these six metal-rich barium stars with high C r and the r-rich stars are distributed in the same area, −0.4 < [La/Nd] < 0 and −0.7 < [Zr/Nd] < 0. This further supports that these barium stars belong to an independent group. It is interesting that the [Zr/Nd] ratio of the solar r-process is higher than in some r-rich stars, such as CS 22892-052, which is a typical r-II star ([Eu/Fe] > 1), where no contribution from the weak r-process is expected (Travaglio et al. 2004; Ishimaru et al. 2005; Arcones & Montes 2011 ). The reason is that solar Zr is enriched by massive stars through the weak r-and s-process nu- cleosynthesis, but the weak s-process does not work in extremely metal-poor environments . Studying these stars might shed some light on the neutron-capture process including both r-and s-process nucleosynthesis, especially in metal-rich conditions. (Cui et al. 2010 (Cui et al. , 2013a Bisterzo et al. 2009 ). Commonly, a mixed origin is assumed that the observed CEMPr/s star had been successively polluted by the s-and r-process materials, although the accurate site for the r-process nucleosynthesis is still uncertain. In addition, the AGB models also predict negative [La/Nd] values when different efficiencies of the 13 C neutron source are included in the calculations, especially in extremely metal-poor conditions ([Fe/H] ≤ −2.0) (Busso et al. 2001; Straniero et al. 2006; Zhang, Ma, & Zhou 2006; Bisterzo et al. 2010) , but this does not work in metalrich conditions (Bisterzo et al. 2010 , see their Figure 5 , bottom panel). When a mixed contribution of the r-and s-process nucleosynthesis was considered, the observed abundance patterns of CEMP-r/s stars were able to be fitted well by the theoretical predictions (Cui et al. 2007 (Cui et al. , 2010 (Cui et al. , 2013a Bisterzo et al. 2009 ). This is also correct for almost all metal-poor and metal-rich barium stars including all r-rich metal-rich barium stars. There are four metal-poor barium stars, HD 749, HD 5424, HD 123396, and HD 223938, which have negative [La/Nd] values but low C r , they are only a small part of our 26 metal-poor barium star sample. None of them was able to be fitted well using the mixed mechanism. Two of them, HD 5424, HD 123396, have lower values of [La/Nd], −0.17 and −0.28, and also have higher χ 2 , 10.52647 and 13.98755, respectively. The reason is unclear, however.
R-rich stars are commonly suggested to be formed from molecular clouds that had been polluted by SNII. For the CEMPr/s stars, the favored mechanism is pre-enrichment: the first formed r-rich star is polluted by the s-process material through Figure 1 . The small symbols represent the AGB model yields of Cristallo et al. (2011) . See the online version for the color figure. mass-transfer from its former AGB companion in a binary system. But this was challenged by Lugaro et al. (2012) (Bisterzo et al. 2009 ). Second, it is difficult to understand that there are fewer observed r-II stars ([Eu/Fe] > 1) than CEMPr/s stars, if CEMP-r/s stars were suggested to evolve from r-II stars in binary systems. Finally, the metallicity distribution for the two groups is different (see details in Lugaro et al. 2012) . For these reasons, Lugaro et al. (2012) proposed a new r/s-process as a possible choice for CEMP-r/s star formation. This process has features that mix or superpose the s-and r-process. This might be a choice for the origin of the r-rich barium stars. However, the inhomogeneity of the interstellar medium is not expected in such a environment with [Fe/H] > 0. Allen et al. (2012) proposed CEMP-r/s stars have the same origin as CEMP-s stars. In other words, the additional r-process site is not needed for the formation of CEMP-r/s stars. The reason that the s-process cannot explain the abundance patterns of the CEMP-r/s stars alone is our incomplete knowledge of the Eu production by the s-process nucleosynthesis at low metallicity. It may be the most possible formation mechanism for the r-rich barium stars. It is also very important to include Eu and other relevant elements in studying the metal-rich barium stars.
In this work, Nd and La abundances are very important to determine whether a star belongs to the class of r-rich barium stars. As a typical star of the sample, presented abundance uncertainties for the star CD-25
• 6606 (see their Table 7 ). Using the method presented by Aoki et al. (2001) and Zhang, Ma, & Zhou (2006) , we discuss the uncertainty of the model parameter C r , which is propagated from the abundance uncertainties of Nd and La. 2 values calculated by the parametric model, and the minimum is χ 2 = 0.69281 at C r = 15.3. It can be seen that the physical parameter C r can be constrained in a reasonable region. We used C r ≥ 5.0 as the reference value to judge whether a star belonged to the r-rich barium star group. In fact, this value is lower than 2.0 in most normal barium stars (Cui et al. 2013a ). 
Conclusions
Using a parametric model, we studied the sample of metal-rich barium stars provided by . Our results show that more than half of the sample stars need high C r values to be best fitted. In other words, these barium stars have a significant rprocess characteristic. Based on this, we divided the barium stars into two groups: the r-rich barium stars (C r > 5.0, [La/Nd] < 0) and normal barium stars. The r-rich barium stars seem to have the same abundance behavior as the metal-poor r-rich and CEMP-r/s stars. Although their abundance patterns were fitted very well using a mixed mechanism such as pre-enrichment, we still think that the most plausible formation mechanism for these stars is the s-process pollution. That we cannot explain them well using the s-process nucleosynthesis alone is maybe due to our incomplete knowledge on the production of Nd and other relevant elements by the s-process in metal-rich and super metal-rich environments (see details in Allen et al. 2012 ).
Obviously, large uncertainties still remain in this topic, and a full understanding of these r-rich barium stars will depend on the abundance information of Ba and Eu. More in-depth theoretical studies of the s-process nucleosynthesis will also help to shed light on the origin of r-rich barium stars and CEMP-r/s stars.
